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Activating prior knowledge strategies math

Activating prior knowledge is something we do naturally as adult readers, as mature readers. What we read is always associated with something we know. In fact, when we read, we really need to think about these relationships. Sometimes students don't access their background knowledge because they
never think it's important or if they don't have background knowledge the teacher doesn't have the opportunity to really build that background knowledge (Clewell, 2012). Definition/Description: Activating previous knowledge is important in understanding students, as it enables and helps them create links
to new information. Using what students already know, it helps the teacher help students in the learning process because it gives him an idea of what students know and what else they need to learn. It's easy to use background knowledge to understand what text means. According to the theory of the
scheme, as students learn about the world, they develop a scheme and are allowed to be associated with many other things. Piagetic schematic theory makes activating previous knowledge before reading essential, because according to his research when we can associate something old with something
new it helps us better understand the new. As students read, they can access their scheme and understand the text and use their experiences. When students and teachers applied scheme theory to reading understanding, readers constantly associate their background knowledge with new knowledge in
the text to help them understand the reading (Gunning, 2012).   A YouTube video on the left shows how to activate students' previous knowledge before a lesson to help them understand what the text might be about. He also talks about how a student uses their scheme to help them predict what the text
might be about. The teacher questions her students to exhume their knowledge sooner. This video is for 6-8 reading classes for ELL's. This video showed how to engage students before knowing they understand the text. It is important to have background information that can refer to the text, especially
when English is not the first language of the student.  The image on the left shows how this strategy helps students before and during reading to use what they already know and apply it to new information/topic Justification: This is a broad strategy that uses many different strategies and graphic
organizers to help students understand what they are reading. Our text emphasizes that background knowledge and activating previous knowledge are not the same, but how teachers can use prior knowledge to know what students need and upgrading what they know and what is from their culture
(Echevarría, Vogt and Short, 2013). This strategy helps DOs because they all have but all their experiences can be used to better understand the new concept.  According to the text when teachers help students develop background knowledge and use their experience to learn new information, this helps
them better understand content, as they are able to use what they already know (Echevarría, Vogt and Short, 2013). The quote above is from this video by Suzanne Clewell. In the video, he describes how activating previous knowledge is not natural for students, however it is a good strategy that helps
the student understand their readings. In the video, he states that he is building background knowledge that according to our text is crucial in the development of student literacy (Echevarría, Vogt and Short, 2013). Purpose: Help them make connections from previous knowledge and apply it to new
material. This helps students understand what they are reading. Since background knowledge consists of a person's experiences with the world, with their concepts of how written text works, word identification, printed concepts, the meaning of words, and how text is organized, students can constantly
apply prior learning to new information.  Tips: Prepare questions for students. Use visualsModel first timeAllow students communicate with others and share. Examples of content regions:Reading:Questioning before, during, or after a story. Did students share a topic-related experience with a
partner? Connecting a story that might be in their culture, such as Cinderella is in many different cultures Mathematics:Questioning before, during or after lessons, activities, etc. Have students associated new materials with existing ones, such as how connecting additions and subtractions relate. How you
can use the same mathematical strategies in a new concept, an example of how problem solving binds from adding to subtractions. The image on the right shows how students can use their previous knowledge in mathematics. This shows how using previous knowledge can eliminate taking a loading
road to solve problems and simply using short cuts about what we already know how to solve! Science:Testing before, during or after class, activities, etc. The real-life experience they have is related to the theme. Example lesson: The lesson below shows how students can use more than just information,
but they can also use their previous experience, such as meaning, to help understand the book. This would help ELL's because although our language is different our feeling is the same unless there is a disability. This lesson example shows how this strategy is one way for ELL's to use what they already
have experience, including those of the senses, and apply it to something completely new. (In the book, 2015. Additional links to: Information, lessons and material references:Echevarría, J., Vogt, M. E., &amp; Short, D. content understandable to English primary school children: Model SIOP. Boston, MA:
Allyn &amp; Bacon.Gunning, T. G. (2012). Preparation of literacy classes for all children in classes before K to 4. 2. edition. Boston: A and B. In the Book: Reading Resources (2015). I'm activating your five-senses lesson. [imagine] September, from Stec, M., (2014). Prior knowledge (Schema) Anchor
Char). [imagine]. September 2015 Wayne Township HOSTS (n.d).  [Chart with definition and usage before and during reading]. Since 2010, From Activating students' previous knowledge is key to learning. Learning progresses primarily from previous knowledge, and only the second from the materials we
present to students, studies show. Think about it. We teachers spend so much time collecting materials -- important and necessary for good instruction -- but often we use the greatest tools right there at our fingertips? All those young minds, ready to go! We are all guilty of rushing to teach some concept
or skill, and not taking the time to slow down, ask the children what they already know about the issue and make important connections with what comes next. I'd like to offer some research behind why we need to cut out that and activities to help us. Constructivism suggests constructing new knowledge
from old ones. She holds an educational belief that as teachers it is essential that we make connections between what is new presented with students' previous experiences. Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget believed that educating children was one of the most important tasks of society. And after much



research, he concluded that young people, like adults, combine previous knowledge with experience. Students make sense of their experiences (and learning) using their own schemata. And then there's John Dewey, a child-centered educator, as well as a philosopher and psychologist, considered one of
the first educational reformers. Dewey focused on growing the child's abilities and interests more than the curriculum mandate. And both of these early education researchers influenced the development of constructivism. Use it or lose it - PK StrategiesLaunching learning in your classroom from your
students' previous knowledge is a tenet of good teaching. In an earlier post about scaffolding techniques, I also wrote that asking students to share their own experiences, hunches and ideas about the content or concept of studying and connecting with their own lives should be done at the beginning of the
lesson - and throughout the study unit. Try these activities to fire these young minds and take advantage of previous knowledge:Image Brainstorm. Project the image on an LCD projector or smart board and ask to tell you everything I can about the painting. Choose images that make sense to them and
allow you to connect to new content and/or concepts for students to learn. I would often use a picture of famous works of art to initiate our discussion of tone and mood in a particular poem or short story. K-W-L chart. Tried and true, that while I must say, it does not work with all subjects and may be an
overwork to assess previous knowledge. Use sparingly and dynamically. Picture books. Regardless of age, they work like magic. If there's a concept or skill you're going to introduce, find a children's book that's connected in some way and that your students might be familiar with. Read it aloud and watch
the bells go down. ABC Brainstorming. I like this one. On one sheet of paper, students make a box for each letter of the alphabet, and then (they can do it in pairs) think about a word or phrase that begins with each letter. For example, if children want to study the history of slavery in the United States,
they can write things like: Africans for, ship for b, chains for c, etc. Class Brainstorm Web. Free for everyone, a classroom party I like to call. After writing a word or phrase in a circle (board, poster paper) students write as many words associated with it as they can remember around it. For example, you
can write photosynthesis in the center and children write things like plants, greenery, sun, water and light. I like to use a timer with this activity to create a sense of urgency (which adds to the fun). Keep the web visible during upcoming lessons and refer to it as you explore photosynthesis in detail, even
asking them to add words and facts. If we don't ignite our students' prior knowledge when we teach, we can fall prey to what the late Brazilian education theorist Paulo Freire called a banking concept in pedagogy - treating students as if they were empty vessels waiting to be filled with teacher knowledge.
Basically, taking into account that children have very little to offer to classroom learning and discussions. Thank God we know this is a ridiculous idea. We also know that when we use student schemata to truly shape and guide learning, we can take some unexpected roads - changing lesson plans and
learning outcomes all together. And that's okay. Share with us your strategies and activities to activate your students' previous knowledge. Teacher LeadershipStudent EngagementSual Ratings
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